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Since 2008 we build in Erfurt 
unique bikes in individual, 
sporty and timeless design
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With our modular system you have the possibility to 
assemble your own bike. Just choose one of our bike 
models and you can start.  
When configuring, you have many inspiring choices at 
your disposal. According to your wishes, the saddle, 
tyres, handles, lighting and many other details can be 
colour-matched and ergonomically adjusted in such a 
way that the end result is a bike that fits you 100%! 
 
The components used by well-known manufacturers 
meet the highest quality standards and are tailored 
to the needs of our customers through many years of 
experience.  
 

We use only the best  
components

Steel frame - timeless  
and comfortable
With discreet tube diameters and the "natural"  
damping properties of steel, we build timeless, com-
fortable and durable bicycles! The chrome-molybde-
num steel used for the Double Butted tubes, often 
also known as CrMo or Chromoly, offers the best 
technical properties and our  
bicycle frames are also absolutely competitive when 
it comes to weight. All frames are phosphated in 
Germany for corrosion protection and then  
powder-coated twice with high-quality polyester 
powder. 

We color up  
your bike

INTEC frames are decorated with the INTEC emb-
lem on the head tube and the lettering on the down 
tube.  
 
Do you want to finish your frame with individual 
lettering or a logo? No problem for us!  
You don't have any ideas for your own decor yet?  
We are happy to help you with the realisation of 
your  
wishes. e-mail: stefan.degenhart@ra-co.de 
Phone: +49 36203 - 614 30

Your design - according to your 
wishes

In addition to our standard and speci-
al colours, our frames can be coated in many 
RAL colours, whether matt or glossy.  
 
For this purpose, we work together with renowned 
specialists for powder coating. The paint is applied 
to the tubes as a plastic powder. Frame and powder 
are electrostatically charged in opposite directions 
and exert a magical attraction on each other. As a re-
sult, the powder is distributed more evenly than with 
conventional lacquering, even in corners and angles. 
 
Due to different monitor settings or printing re-
sults, there may be deviations in the colour re-
presentation. We will be happy to advise you! 
 

Standard Colors
Deep Black RAL 9005 Matt or Glossy
Basalt-Grey RAL 7012
Blue Ultra Pearl Metallic   
British Racing Green

Special Colors 
Dormant Night Blue
Dormant Violett
Dormant Fire Red
Dormant Arabic Red 

RAL Colors
matt or glossy 
(Attention: Luminous colours (neon)  
are not UV-stable)
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F011
STEIGER

3

NEW

F1
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A gravel bike has to be tested off-road, far away 
from asphalt and roads. Here in Erfurt, this is best 
done in our city forest - the Steiger. So it was 
obvious to give our new bike, which had mastered 
its first test rides in the city forest, the name F11 
Steiger.

• Steel frame with thru axle
• innovative frame geometry
• long wheelbase
• tyre clearance up to 42 mm width
• threaded loops on frame and fork for  

mudguards & luggage racks
• Gear set: SHIMANO 105s & GRX 
• Available frame heights:  

480 | 510 | 540 | 570 | 600 | 630 mm
• Reynolds 631 tube set
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Version Frame

F11 Steiger
GRAVEL

F1
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SHIMANO 105 R7000  
11s schwarz | Disc
code F0110511D

F11 Steiger 28" frame
Reynolds 631  
Tube set

Frame size:
480 mm | 510 mm 540 mm | 
570 mm 600 mm | 630 mm

SHIMANO GRX 2x11sSHIMANO GRX 
1x11s | black | Disc
code F011GRX1

SHIMANO GRX 
2x11s | black | Disc
code F011GRX2
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INTEC GX2
NEW

Version

Frame

G
X2

SHIMANO GRX 1x11s  
black | Disc
code GX02GRX1

SHIMANO GRX 2x11s  
black | Disc 
code GX02GRX2

GXRS 28" Gravel-Alu-Frame

Frame size:
430 | 445 | 475 | 
505 | 540 mm

Brings variety into your bike life.  
Our gravel bike GX2 with aluminium frame. Smooth 
yet agile handling, speed off-road and a durable alumi-
nium frame make the GX2 the ideal bike for all those 
who want to be flexible in their choice of routes and are 
looking for off road adventures. 
 

Rugged aluminium frame:  
unbeatable price/performance ratio, less sensitive to 
shocks, less susceptible to mechanical breakdowns
BSA bottom bracket shell
Weight complete bike: 9.6 kg (frame size L) 
Geometry: comfortable riding position, long  
wheelbase, short stem 
5 Frame sizes
Tyres:  
Gravel Speedero tyres from TUFO provide  
for smooth running and sufficient traction 
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T06
Version

Frame

T07
Frame

Version

Arabic Red, 14,0 kg

RAL 5007, 14,0 kg

SHIMANO Alfine 8s black
code T06A8SW

SHIMANO Deore 10s black 
code T06D10SW

SHIMANO Alfine 11s black
code T06A11SW

SHIMANO XT 10s black
code T06XT10SW

SHIMANO Nexus 8s silver
code T06N8SI

SHIMANO Alfine 8s silver
code T06A8SI

T6 28" steel-frame 
incl. fork 1 1/8” A-Head Cr/Mo

Frame size:
490 mm
530 mm 
570 mm
610 mm
645 mm

SHIMANO Alfine 8s black
code T07A8SW

SHIMANO Deore 10s black 
code T07D10SW

SHIMANO Alfine 11s black
code T07A11SW

SHIMANO Alfine 8s silver
code T07A8SI

SHIMANO XT 10s black
code T07XT10SW

SHIMANO Nexus 8s silver
code T07N8SI

T7 28" steel-frame
incl. fork 1 1/8” A-Head Cr/Mo

Frame size:
420 mm | 470 mm 
520 mm | 570 mm
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T09 / T010
CITY / TREKKING

About T010

About T09

7

The robust bike in sporty design meets all requirements of 
demanding cyclists. An absolute plus point: with the optio-
nally selectable Gates Carbon Drive belt, the time of oil 
stains on clothing, permanent chain lubrication or chain 
rustling is over. The proven trekking model paired with a 
Rohloff gear hub and the Gates belt drive make it a low-
wear and low-maintenance companion.

In sportive design this bike sets new benchmarks with 
regard to wear and maintenance. It follows you everywhe-
re and makes you look good. Time of oil patches, perma-
nent chain lubrication and chain rustling is over. Paired 
with Rohloff gear hub and Gates belt drive make it is a 
low-wear and low-maintenance companion.
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T010

T09
Version

Version

Frame

Frame

8

RAL 7032, 15,1 kg

RAL 6027, 15,1 kg

ROHLOFF 14s, 
black, Disc
code T09RSWD 

ROHLOFF 14s, 
red | Disc
code T09RROD 

SHIMANO Alfine 8s,
black 
code T09A8SWD

SHIMANO Deore 10s, 
black 
code T09D10SWD

ROHLOFF 14s, black,  
Disc
code T010RSWD

ROHLOFF 14s,  
SON Dynamo, red, Disc
code T010RROD

T10 28" steel-frame 
incl. fork 1 1/8” A-Head Cr/Mo

Frame size:
470 mm
520 mm 

SHIMANO Alfine 8s,  
black
code T010A8SWD

SHIMANO Deore 10s, 
black 
code T010D10SWD

T9 28" steel-frame 
incl. fork 1 1/8” A-Head Cr/Mo

Frame size:
530 mm
570 mm 
610 mm
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M05 / M06 
MTB / TREKKING

About M06

About M05

„Wer immer das Fahrrad 
erfunden hat, ihm gebührt 
der Dank der Menschheit.“  
 
(Charles Beresford, 
britischer Admiral und Politiker)

M
05

 | 
M

06

A bike for all situations: whether in everyday life, sports, offroad or on 
extended tours. High comfort, more traction through 29" wheels and 
50-60 mm tires, high-quality components, adjustable rearsand better 
rolling characteristics guarantee the M05 simply fun on any terrain, even 

under extreme loads!

For a new driving experience! Developed especially for Pinion bottom 
bracket, the M06 convinces through optimal weight allocation. By a low-
maintenance and low-wear shift, high durability without permanent adju-
stments is guaranteed. Broader tyres provide more traction, improved 
unrolling and superior directional stability. Chain drive or belt drive is 
selectable. In addition upgrading with carriers, lights and disc brakes is 

possible.
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Version Frame

Version

Frame

M05

M06

10

RAL 1028, 14,5 kg

RAL 7005, 14,7 kg

PINION gear, 
black, Disc
code M06PISWD 

M6 29" steel-frame 
incl. fork 1 1/8” 
A-Head Cr/Mo

SHIMANO Deore 10s, 
black
code M05D10SW 

SHIMANO XT 10s, 
black
code M05XT10SW

M5 29" steel-frame 
incl. fork 1 1/8” A-Head Cr/Mo

Frame size:
480 mm
520 mm 
560 mm 
590 mm

Rohloff Disc 14s, 
black
code M05RO14SW

Frame size:
520 mm
560 mm 
590 mm M

05
 | 

M
06

Rohloff Disc 14s, 
red
code M05RO14RO

mit 12 oder 18  
Gang Nabe wählbar
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About M01

Version Frame

M01 
TREKKING

11

British Racing Green, 13,9 kg

SHIMANO Deore 10s, 
black, Disc
code M01D10SWD

SHIMANO XT 10s, 
black 
code M01XT10SW

SHIMANO Deore 10s, 
black, Cantilever
code M01D10SWC

M1 26" steel-frame 
incl. fork 1 1/8” A-Head Cr/Mo

Frame size:
420 mm
460 mm
500 mm
540 mm
580 mm

A symbiosis of speed and elegance! With 
its compact construction and it’s 26“ 
wheels, this bike is very agile and excel-
lent steerable. Versatile mounting points 
at fork and frame offer a lot of storage 
space and provide for optimal weight 
allocation, also by heavy-weight bagga-
ge. With an extra huge ground clearance 
high driving comfort is guaranteed, even 
in pathless terrain.

M
01
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About F05

Version Frame

F05 
CITY / 

TREKKING

12

RAL 1001, 11,7 kg

SHIMANO Alfine 8s, 
silver
code F05A8SI

SHIMANO Alfine 8s, 
black
code F05A8SW

SHIMANO Alfine 11s, 
silver
code F05A11SI

F5 29" steel-frame
incl. fork 1 1/8” A-Head Cr/Mo

Frame size:
520 mm
550 mm 
550 mm 
610 mm

A classic beauty! The F05 is 
an absolutely reliable bike in a 
classic look. An optimal geome-
try and the combination of the 
Shimano 11-speed Alfine gear 
hub in conjunction with a classic 
road bike brake system promise 
pure driving pleasure, whether in 
the city or on beautiful weekend 
tours.

F0
5
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About F010 Urban

Version Frame

Color

F010 URBAN
CITY / TREKKING

13

Blue Ultra Pearl, 12,7 kg

SHIMANO Tiagra 3x10s, 
black, Disc
code F010TI30D

SHIMANO 105 R7000 11s, 
black, Disc
code F0100531SWD

F10 28" steel-frame 
incl. fork 1 1/8” A-Head Cr/Mo

Frame size:
510 mm | 540 mm 
570 mm | 600 mm
630 mm

For everyday’s life! The Urban is the perfect version of the F010 
range for erveryday usage. It unifies the speed of a road bike 
and the seating comfort of a trekking bike to guarantee plenty of 
driving pleasure. On the way to work as well as on the way to the 
restaurant. A straight handlebar, lights and disc brakes provide 
a tremendous agility to guide the bike easily through the street 
traffic.

Add color to your dream bike! Choose between standard and special 
colors (p.235-236) or from the available colors of the RAL color palette.

F0
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About F010 Klassik

Version Frame

Color

F010 KLASSIK 
TREKKING

14

RAL 6018, 11,7 kg

F10 28" steel-frame 
incl. fork 1 1/8” A-Head Cr/Mo

Frame size:
510 mm | 540 mm 
570 mm | 600 mm
630 mm

SHIMANO 105 R7000 
11s, black, Disc
code F0100511SWD

SHIMANO 105 R7000 11s
black, Cantilever
code F0100511SWC

Classic meets sport! The Klassik is the sportive version 
of the F010 range. Race handlebar, an athletic seat posi-
tion, race wheel set, disc brakes, straight legs of the fork 
and chain stays emphasizes its character. Moreover, it is 
possible to mount mud guards, carrier and lights to make 
this bike the perfect companion for travelling or everyday 
usage.

F0
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F010 RANDONNEUR 
TREKKING

About F010 Randonneur

15

Frame

Version

RAL 1028 13,0 kg

RAL 4005, 13,0 kg

SHIMANO Ultegra R8000  
11s Disc
code F010UL21D

SHIMANO 105 R7000 
11s, black, Disc
code F0100521SWD

SHIMANO Tiagra 
3x10s, black, Disc
code F010TI20D

F10 28" steel-frame 
incl. fork 1 1/8”  
A-Head Cr/Mo

F0
10
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Frame size:
510 mm | 540 mm | 570 mm | 600 mm | 630 mm

For long-distance cyclists and all those who love to travel at a 
sporty speed.

On our F010 have already moved the first globetrotters and many 
are still convinced of the specific travel bike properties. But not only 
for cyclists who are drawn to the wide world this bike is perfect but 
also for cyclists in the city who love the fast multifunctional aspects. 
A perfect composition of comfort, sportiness, toughness and durabi-
lity.With its road bike geometry and racing handlebars, our 
Randonneur is absolutely suitable for touring. Front and rear rack 
eyelets, fender mounts and 2 bottle cages complete the bike.  For a 
good rolling performance provide 28 inch wheels with slim tires.  
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About P01

About F01

About P01

17

P01 / F01
RACE

The P01 is a professional track bike with diamond 
frame geometry. It is designed as an allrounder for trai-
ning & competition. It does not matter, if the chosen 
discipline is race, Madison or sprint. It can be optimally 
adapted to the requirements of the respective competi-
tion with the adjustments to the stem, handlebar, gear 
ratio and crank length. The installed Miche Track 
groupset is unbeatable in terms of price | performance 
and represents a real alternative compared to the 
"known" manufacturers. The optionally offered parts 
saddle and wheel complete this wheel.

The classic road bike! If you love timeless road bikes, 
the F01 is the right choice for you. Light-weight alloy 
frame in sloping geometry, Shimano 105 R7000 group 
set in connection with racing wheels and race handle-
bar are the basics for this high quality road bike.
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Version

P01 

F01

Version

Frame

Frame

18

RAL 3000, 7,5 kg

Schwarz matt, 8,2 kg

SHIMANO 105 R7000  
11s, black
code F010511SW

F1  28" Alu-frame 
incl. 1 1/8” 1 - 1/4” IHS 
Full-Carbon 3K

Frame size:
480 mm
510 mm 
540 mm 
570 mm
600 mm

CAMPAGNOLO Centaur 
11s, black
code F01CE11SW   

MICHE track bike
code P01MI

P1 28" Alurahmen 
incl. Track-Fork, Carbon|Alu,  
3K IHS 1 1/8"

Frame size:
420 mm | 490 mm
530 mm | 570 mm
610 mm

P0
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Frame Color

F08
RACE KIDS

19

Version

About F08

RAL 6018, 8,9 kg

CAMPAGNOLO Veloce| 
Miche, 10s black
code F08VE9SW

F8 24" Alu-frame 
incl. fork ALU 
A-Head 1 1/8”

Frame size: 
415 mm, for step lengths 
from 650 mm

The smallest in the INTEC range 
Our F08 is ideal for children who want to ride on the road or 
maybe even races. Parents who invest in an INTEC F08 
road bike are investing in a wonderful hobby and ultimately 
in their child's passion. A lightweight road bike in the right 
size can help children get excited about road cycling. And 
who knows, maybe the next champion will have discovered 
bike racing for themselves with an INTEC F08. 
 

Add color to your dream bike! Choose between stan-
dard and special colors (p.235-236) or from the availa-
ble colors of the RAL color palette.

F0
8
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INTEC
Do you want to customize your frame with individual lettering or a logo? 

But you don't have any ideas for your own decor yet? 
Let our graphic designer inspire you. 
e-Mail: stefan.degenhart@ra-co.de

Phone: +49 36203 614 30

The colorfull world of

frame decals  
digital print  
5 sets

frame decals  
screen printing
50 sets

10 sets
31,- €

5 sets 
50,- €

price example 1-color,  
3-parts, price per set

100 sets
6,20 €

50 sets 
10,- €

max. 3-colors, max. 5 parts 
Price per set

CHAIN STAY PROTECTION STICKER
self adhesive, black matt 
white logo "intec-bikes.de" 
240 x 30 mm
packing unit 10 pcs
code: 090080
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F11
STEIGER

NEW

T6 STEEL FRAME + FORK
Cantilever only 
Size: 490|530|570|610|645 mm
code T6RSC

T7 STEEL FRAME + FORK
Cantilever only 
Size: 420|470|520|570 mm
code T7RSC

F5 STEEL FRAME + FORK
Size: 520|550|580|610 mm
code F5RS

M1 STEEL FRAME + FORK
Size: 420|460|500|540|580 mm
code M1RSC Cantilever
code M1RSD Disc

F10 STEEL FRAME + FORK
Size: 510|540|570|600|630 mm
code F10RSC Cantilever 
code F10RSD Disc

M5 STEEL FRAME + FORK
Disc only 
Size: 480|520|560|590 mm
code M5RSD

M6 STEEL FRAME + FORK
steel, for PINION drive, Disc only 
Size: 520|560|590 mm
code M6

T9 STEEL FRAME + FORK 
Cantilever only, for ROHLOFF drive 
Size: 530|570|610 mm
code T9RSC Cantilever
code T9RSD Disc

T10 STEEL FRAME + FORK 
für ROHLOFF drive
Size: 470|520 mm 
code T10RSC Cantilever
code T10RSD Disc

Frames Steel

F11 Steiger STAHL STEEL FRAME 28" + FORK
Disc only 
Size: 480|510|540|570|600|630 mm 
code F11RS
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GX2
NEW

FULL CARBON IHS 
Tapered 1 1/8" + 1 1/4”
code 093016

F1 ALLOY FRAME
Size: XS(480) | S(510) 
M (540) |  L(570) | XL(600)
code F1RS

P1 ALLOY FRAME
Size: 420 | 490 | 530 | 570 | 610 mm
code P1RS

F8 FRAME + FORK
Size: 415 mm
code F8RS

appropriate headset
TECORA'E alloy, black
1 1/8" + 1 1/4" IS42|47 
height 16,5 mm, Cartridge Lager 45° x 45°
code 220245

matching track fork P1 Alloy
carbon | alloy, 3K Carbon finish
IHS 1 1/8" Ahead
code 093503

appropriate headset
TECORA E 1" headset I S42 | alloy | black 
| height 9,8 mm | 
Cartridge 45° x 45°
code 220235

TECORA E 1" headset I 
S42 | alloy | black | 
height 9,8 mm | 
Cartridge 45° x 45°
Art.-Nr. 220235

Frames Alu

SNAP.IN ADJUSTABLE HEAD TUBE REAMER 
complete set, incl. facer, one reamer to be chosen,   
holder and spring guide
code 7202800

Set

Snap.in Set

GX2 ALU GRAVEL FRAME 28"  
incl. fork | Disc Only
Size: XS | S |  M  |  L | XL 
code GX2RS
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RA-CO GMBH
FICHTENWEG 37

99098 ERFURT
GERMANY

PHONE: 
+49 36203 - 614 44

FAX: 
+49 36203 - 502 27

MAIL: 
SERVICE@RA-CO.DE

WEB: 
WWW.RA-CO.DE

CATALOGE


